## LIST

of products used:

- **6,499** case(s) de Roll paper towels  
  Hand towels

- **664** case(s) de Singlefold paper towels  
  Hand towels

- **4,678** case(s) de Jumbo bathroom tissue  
  Bathroom tissue
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## RESULTS

Based on the Cascades products you selected compared to products in the industry made with 100% virgin fiber, your savings are:

- **2,056** trees  
  5 American football fields

- **7,914,356** L of water  
  3 Olympic swimming pools

- **113,520** kg of waste  
  9 garbage trucks

- **262,904** kg CO₂  
  emissions of 88 cars per year

- **3,322** GJ  
  energy consumption of 30 households per year

- **855** kg NOx  
  emissions of 7 trucks per year